
Once upon a time, there was a bean named Kuma. Contrary to popular belief,
Kuma had friends. Kuma and his best friend, Akuma built a machine. A
machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the
Bear and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and happy.
They also raised an animal, a Small Bear known as Small Bear.
One day, they forgot to feed Small Bear. Small Bear was so enraged that she
decided to destroy their most precious object, A Kuma by sending it into the
depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Kuma and Akuma
loved A Kuma very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as
Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was
crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named A'n. Contrary to popular belief, A'n
had friends. A'n and his best friend, Connster built a machine. A machine so
great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the tricycle and
ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and happy. They also
raised an animal, a ManPong known as ManPong.
One day, they forgot to feed ManPong. ManPong was so enraged that she
decided to destroy their most precious object, a fish by sending it into the
depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as A'n and Connster
loved a fish very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell.
But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was
crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named The legendary Hero. Contrary to
popular belief, The legendary Hero had friends. The legendary Hero and his
best friend, The legendary Sidekick built a machine. A machine so great, so
amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the The legendary public
transport and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and
happy. They also raised an animal, a The legendary UNICOOOORRRN known as
The legendary UNICOOOORRRN.
One day, they forgot to feed The legendary UNICOOOORRRN. The legendary
UNICOOOORRRN was so enraged that she decided to destroy their most
precious object, The legendary hero's treasured object by sending it into the
depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as The legendary Hero
and The legendary Sidekick loved The legendary hero's treasured object very
much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But the wormvehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed. What a
tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named ManPong. Contrary to popular
belief, ManPong had friends. ManPong and his best friend, Vishnap built a
machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was
known as the Sloth and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice
and happy. They also raised an animal, a Snail known as Snail.
One day, they forgot to feed Snail. Snail was so enraged that she decided to
destroy their most precious object, by sending it into the depths of hell. It was
very hot in hell however, seeing as ManPong and Vishnap loved very much,
they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But the worm-vehicle
crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed. What a tragedy. It
wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named buzz. Contrary to popular belief,
buzz had friends. buzz and his best friend, lightyear built a machine. A machine
so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the bullseye
and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and happy. They
also raised an animal, a dog known as dog.
One day, they forgot to feed dog. dog was so enraged that she decided to
destroy their most precious object, a carrot by sending it into the depths of
hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as buzz and lightyear loved a carrot
very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But the
worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed.
What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Wooman. Contrary to popular
belief, Wooman had friends. Wooman and his best friend, Eiman Oldman built
a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was
known as the Rolly Chair and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things
nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a Kony Tran known as Kony Tran.
One day, they forgot to feed Kony Tran. Kony Tran was so enraged that she
decided to destroy their most precious object, Ipad by sending it into the
depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Wooman and Eiman
Oldman loved Ipad very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known
as Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail
was crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Schteiner. Contrary to popular
belief, Schteiner had friends. Schteiner and his best friend, Barney Stinson built
a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was
known as the Usain Bolt and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things
nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a fish known as fish.
One day, they forgot to feed fish. fish was so enraged that she decided to
destroy their most precious object, a potato by sending it into the depths of
hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Schteiner and Barney Stinson
loved a potato very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as
Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was
crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Schteiner's twin. Contrary to
popular belief, Schteiner's twin had friends. Schteiner's twin and his best
friend, foot built a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be
more. It was known as the elaine's head and ran on sunshine, rainbows,
flowers and all things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a dobby <3
known as dobby <3.
One day, they forgot to feed dobby <3. dobby <3 was so enraged that she
decided to destroy their most precious object, chrisitina's toenail by sending it
into the depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Schteiner's
twin and foot loved chrisitina's toenail very much, they decided to venture into
the abyss known as Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail.
Oh no! The snail was crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Sheldon. Contrary to popular
belief, Sheldon had friends. Sheldon and his best friend, Cat woman built a
machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was
known as the Flying Saucer and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all
things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a Dragon known as Dragon.
One day, they forgot to feed Dragon. Dragon was so enraged that she decided
to destroy their most precious object, Penny by sending it into the depths of
hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Sheldon and Cat woman loved
Penny very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But
the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed.
What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Twilight Sparkle. Contrary to
popular belief, Twilight Sparkle had friends. Twilight Sparkle and his best
friend, Alfred built a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to
be more. It was known as the worm-mobile and ran on sunshine, rainbows,
flowers and all things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a Eklavya
Ann Kush - The Mythical Beast known as Eklavya Ann Kush - The Mythical
Beast.
One day, they forgot to feed Eklavya Ann Kush - The Mythical Beast. Eklavya
Ann Kush - The Mythical Beast was so enraged that she decided to destroy
their most precious object, 50 Shades of Grey by sending it into the depths of
hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Twilight Sparkle and Alfred loved
50 Shades of Grey very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as
Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was
crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Super Woo. Contrary to popular
belief, Super Woo had friends. Super Woo and his best friend, Fobbin' Wood
built a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It
was known as the Flying Cardbox Box and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers
and all things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a Pok Him Siu known
as Pok Him Siu.
One day, they forgot to feed Pok Him Siu. Pok Him Siu was so enraged that she
decided to destroy their most precious object, Mr Woo's Son by sending it into
the depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Super Woo and
Fobbin' Wood loved Mr Woo's Son very much, they decided to venture into
the abyss known as Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail.
Oh no! The snail was crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named John. Contrary to popular belief,
John had friends. John and his best friend, Ted the Teddy Bear built a machine.
A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the
Mario Kart and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and
happy. They also raised an animal, a LOLCAT known as LOLCAT.
One day, they forgot to feed LOLCAT. LOLCAT was so enraged that she decided
to destroy their most precious object, A POK by sending it into the depths of
hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as John and Ted the Teddy Bear
loved A POK very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell.
But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was
crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Man. Contrary to popular belief,
Man had friends. Man and his best friend, Boy built a machine. A machine so
great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the car and ran on
sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and happy. They also raised an
animal, a Ishraq known as Ishraq.
One day, they forgot to feed Ishraq. Ishraq was so enraged that she decided to
destroy their most precious object, Nintendo DS by sending it into the depths
of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Man and Boy loved Nintendo
DS very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But the
worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed.
What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named batman. Contrary to popular
belief, batman had friends. batman and his best friend, robin built a machine.
A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the
batmobile and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and
happy. They also raised an animal, a bat known as bat.
One day, they forgot to feed bat. bat was so enraged that she decided to
destroy their most precious object, bats by sending it into the depths of hell. It
was very hot in hell however, seeing as batman and robin loved bats very
much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But the wormvehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed. What a
tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Captain Sparklez. Contrary to
popular belief, Captain Sparklez had friends. Captain Sparklez and his best
friend, MOOOOO built a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as
deemed to be more. It was known as the Pig and ran on sunshine, rainbows,
flowers and all things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a Hamster
known as Hamster.
One day, they forgot to feed Hamster. Hamster was so enraged that she
decided to destroy their most precious object, Pickaxe by sending it into the
depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Captain Sparklez and
MOOOOO loved Pickaxe very much, they decided to venture into the abyss
known as Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The
snail was crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Dot. Contrary to popular belief,
Dot had friends. Dot and his best friend, Sparkle built a machine. A machine so
great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the Edwin Chiu
and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and happy. They
also raised an animal, a Ishraq Huda known as Ishraq Huda.
One day, they forgot to feed Ishraq Huda. Ishraq Huda was so enraged that she
decided to destroy their most precious object, Catfish by sending it into the
depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Dot and Sparkle loved
Catfish very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But
the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed.
What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named John Smith. Contrary to popular
belief, John Smith had friends. John Smith and his best friend, Rocky..the pet
rock built a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more.
It was known as the Unicycle with 3 wheels and ran on sunshine, rainbows,
flowers and all things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a General
Aladeen known as General Aladeen.
One day, they forgot to feed General Aladeen. General Aladeen was so
enraged that she decided to destroy their most precious object, 3 bananas by
sending it into the depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as
John Smith and Rocky..the pet rock loved 3 bananas very much, they decided
to venture into the abyss known as Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a
demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very
fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Mr David Jones. Contrary to
popular belief, Mr David Jones had friends. Mr David Jones and his best friend,
A pet rock built a machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be
more. It was known as the Batmobile and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers
and all things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a A guinea pig known
as A guinea pig.
One day, they forgot to feed A guinea pig. A guinea pig was so enraged that
she decided to destroy their most precious object, a wild pidgey by sending it
into the depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Mr David
Jones and A pet rock loved a wild pidgey very much, they decided to venture
into the abyss known as Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic
snail. Oh no! The snail was crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Nicronjester. Contrary to popular
belief, Nicronjester had friends. Nicronjester and his best friend, Soul built a
machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was
known as the The Bikemobile and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all
things nice and happy. They also raised an animal, a Ghost known as Ghost.
One day, they forgot to feed Ghost. Ghost was so enraged that she decided to
destroy their most precious object, Deathscythe by sending it into the depths
of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as Nicronjester and Soul loved
Deathscythe very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell.
But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was
crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named A chicken. Contrary to popular
belief, A chicken had friends. A chicken and his best friend, A dog built a
machine. A machine so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was
known as the Yoshi and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice
and happy. They also raised an animal, a A cat known as A cat.
One day, they forgot to feed A cat. A cat was so enraged that she decided to
destroy their most precious object, a computer by sending it into the depths of
hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as A chicken and A dog loved a
computer very much, they decided to venture into the abyss known as Hell.
But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh no! The snail was
crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.


Once upon a time, there was a bean named Ricky. Contrary to popular belief,
Ricky had friends. Ricky and his best friend, Ishraq built a machine. A machine
so great, so amazing it as deemed to be more. It was known as the Ishraq's
piggyback ride and ran on sunshine, rainbows, flowers and all things nice and
happy. They also raised an animal, a a three-legged cat known as a threelegged cat.
One day, they forgot to feed a three-legged cat. a three-legged cat was so
enraged that she decided to destroy their most precious object, Ricky's hair by
sending it into the depths of hell. It was very hot in hell however, seeing as
Ricky and Ishraq loved Ricky's hair very much, they decided to venture into the
abyss known as Hell. But the worm-vehicle crashed into a demonic snail. Oh
no! The snail was crushed. What a tragedy. It wasn’t very fun.
DO THEY MAKE IT OUT OF IT ALIVE? DO THEY SURVIVE TO TELL THE TALE OF
THEIR JOURNEY TO HELL? Idk, stay tuned for part 2.

